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Elements of Requirements Style
Objectives
At the end of this presentation you will be able to:
 Describe several characteristics of good requirements.

 Describe several styles for writing functional requirements.
 Know some “weak words” to avoid in requirements.
 Avoid several types of ambiguity when writing
requirements.
 Detect design constraints embedded in requirements.
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The Prime Goal of Requirements Writing



Know Your Audience!





Architects, designers, and programmers
Testers and maintainers
Users, customers, and other stakeholders
Project and program managers
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Objectives for Functionality Specification
 Unambiguously describe what developers must

implement
 Let testers know what system behaviors to expect
 Ensure that specified functionality will enable users to

perform their necessary tasks
 Respect assumptions, constraints, and business rules
 Be able to trace functionality into design, code,

and test elements
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Characteristics of Quality Requirement Specifications
Complete

nothing is missing; no “To Be Determined”s

Consistent

does not conflict with other requirements

Correct

accurately states a customer or external need

Feasible

can be implemented within known constraints

Modifiable

can be easily changed, with history, when necessary

Necessary

documents something customers really need

Prioritized

ranked as to importance of inclusion in product

Traceable

can be linked to system requirements, and to designs,
code, and tests

Unambiguous

has only one possible meaning

Verifiable

correct implementation can be determined by testing,
inspection, analysis, or demonstration
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Tips for Writing Clear Requirements - 1
 Evaluate from the developer’s perspective.
 Document in hierarchical, structured form.
 Keep sentences and paragraphs short and simple.

 avoid long narrative paragraphs
 use proper grammar, spelling, and punctuation
 use vocabulary of the business domain
 Document both expected behaviors and exception

conditions.
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Tips for Writing Clear Requirements - 2
 Avoid unnecessary design constraints.
 Write requirements at fine granularity.

 decompose requirements until each is discretely testable
 “and” and “or” suggest multiple requirements combined
 Be precise and specific, not vague and ambiguous.

 use “shall” or “must,” not “should,” “might,” “may”
 avoid ambiguous and subjective words
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Some Weak Words to Avoid
 Minimize, maximize, optimize
 User-friendly, rapid, easy, simple, intuitive,

efficient, flexible, robust
 Seamless, transparent, graceful
 Improved, state-of-the-art, superior
 Sufficient, adequate, at least
 Reasonable, where appropriate, to the extent possible,

if necessary
 Few, several, some, many

 Etc., including, including but not limited to, and/or
 Optionally

 Support
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Structure for Functional Requirements - 1
 From system’s perspective:

Conditions: “When [some conditions are true]…”
Result:
“… the system shall” [do something]
Qualifier:
“…[response time or quality statement].”
 Example:

“When the Patron indicates that he does not wish to order any
more food items, the system shall display the food items
ordered, the individual food item prices, and the payment
amount within 1 second.”
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Structure for Functional Requirements - 2
 From user’s perspective:

User type:
Result type:
Object:
Qualifier:

“The [user class name]…”
“… shall be able to [verb]…”
“… [to something]…”
“…[response time or quality statement].”

 Example:

“The Patron shall be able to reorder any meal he had ordered
within the previous six months, provided that all food items in
that order are available on the menu for the meal date.”
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Writing in Active Voice
 Use the active voice in requirements.

 shows which entity takes each action
 communicates more directly than passive voice
 Example:

Passive: When the output state changes, it is logged in the
event log.
Active:
When the output state changes, the system shall
record the new state in the event log.
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Common Types of Requirements Ambiguity
 Ambiguity of reference
 Scope of action

 Omissions






causes without effects
effects without causes
complete omissions
implicit cases

 Ambiguous Logic






nested ands, ors, nots
missing “else”
implicit logical connectors
compound operators

 Negation

 unnecessary negation
 double or triple negation
 Ambiguous Statements

 synonyms
 ambiguous precedent
 ambiguous timing
 Poor Organization

 mixed causes and effects
 random sequence
 fragmented requirements
 Boundary Ambiguity
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Examples of Avoiding Ambiguity - 1
 Negation

Before: All users with three or more accounts should not be
migrated.
After: The system shall migrate only users having fewer than
three accounts.
 Omissions

Before: The system shall display the user’s defined bookmarks
in a collapsible hierarchical tree structure.
After: The system shall display the user’s defined bookmarks
in a collapsible and expandable hierarchical tree
structure.
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Examples of Avoiding Ambiguity - 2
 Boundary Values

Before: 1. If the amount of the cash refund is less than $50, the
system shall open the cash register drawer.
2. If the amount of the cash refund is more than $50
and the user is not a supervisor, the system shall
display a message: “Call a supervisor for this
transaction.”
After:

1. If the amount of the cash refund is less than
or equal to $50, the system shall open the cash
register drawer.
2. If the amount of the cash refund is more than $50 and
the user is not a supervisor, the system shall display a
message: “Call a supervisor for this transaction.”
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Examples of Avoiding Ambiguity - 3
 Synonyms and Near Synonyms

 use terms consistently
 define terms in a glossary
 Similar Sounding Words

 “Special Day caller tunes (default) will take priority over all
configured individual caller settings that a customer has
selected. However, if an individual has been assigned a
Special Day caller tune for the same date, this will overwrite
the Special Day caller tune.”
 Pronouns

 make the antecedents crystal clear
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Examples of Avoiding Ambiguity - 4
 Adverbs

 Provide a reasonably predictable end-user experience.
 Offer significantly better download times.
 Optimize upload and download to perform quickly.

 Exposing information appropriately…
 Generally incurs a “per unit” cost…

 …as expediently as possible…
 Occasionally (not very frequently) there will be an error
condition…
 others: easily, ideally, instantaneously, normally, optionally,
periodically, rapidly, typically, usually
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Poll
Are you absolutely certain that you
know the difference between the
abbreviations i.e. and e.g.?
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Examples of Avoiding Ambiguity - 5
 i.e. and e.g.

 i.e. = “that is”; e.g. = “for example”
 better to use English
 Avoid the A/B construct

 “Prior to operator intervention, a snapshot of this data should
be recorded in an audit/history table.”
 A is the same as B? A and B? A or B? A is the opposite of B?
A divided by B? Or let the reader decide what it means?
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Watch Out for Solution Ideas
 Solution ideas impose design constraints.

 could be legitimate and necessary – or not
 Ask “why?” to tell if the constraint is needed.
 Listen for technology or user interface specifics.

 “The user selects the state from a drop-down list.”
 “The Defect Calculator should be written in Excel.”
 “The Background Task Manager shall display error
messages in the status bar.”
 Use a “rationale” attribute to store explanation.
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Why Is the Solution Idea Included?


Is this just an option the speaker thought of?



Is this the only possible solution?



Is the speaker more interested in exploring
solutions than in understanding the problem?



Is this a poor solution because the problem
isn’t properly defined or the solution addresses
the wrong problem?



Does this seem like a good solution for the wrong reason
(erroneous assumption, obsolete historical reason)?



Is the solution worth passing along to developers as a
suggestion but not as a mandate?
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Common Specification Mistakes
 Making incorrect or obsolete assumptions
 Writing implementation instead of requirements
 Describing business operations instead of writing

requirements
 Writing unverifiable requirements

 Missing requirements
 Overspecifying requirements
 Using incorrect terms or sentence structure
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Elements of Requirements Style

NO
SURPRISES!
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Sponsor: Seilevel
Visit us online for resources:
www.seilevel.com/ba-resources

Learn more about our IIBA
endorsed courses:




Requirements 101: Best Practices
Requirements Visualization
Elicitation and Facilitation Training

Or review our scheduled
dates and locations:
www.seilevel.com/training

 Requirements models templates (22
of them!)
 BA checklists (questions to ask)
 Cheat sheets (models summary,
business objectives model)
 Requirements estimation worksheet
 Project assessment template
 Requirements tool evaluation
 Practical tips www.seilevel.com/blog
Help from Joy (joy.beatty@seilevel.com)
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